Sarah Partosh
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:
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Libby Gregoric
Wednesday, 9 October 2019 9:01 PM
Filly Morgan; Julia Sheedy; Kyla Hayden; Michelle Wellington (DPC); Kate McNarn
Simon Carl; Sharon Grooby
Fwd: QPS IAB Update 09 OCT 2019 Rebellion Week Protests
(EXTERNAL) IAB UPDATE 09-OCT-2019 REBELLION WEEK PROTESTS (SENSITIVE).pdf

Dear all
Updating known extinction rebellion activities for rest of week.

TI
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Note funeral procession from 1WS tomorrow.
Regards

Libby Gregoric
General Manager
Corporate Services Division
Department of the Premier and Cabinet
s.73 Telephone Number
Phone: (07) 3003 9046 1
Contrary to public interest
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From: Counter.Terrorism[SCTC]
Sent: Wednesday, October 9, 2019 6:35:59 PM
Subject: QPS IAB Update 09 OCT 2019 Rebellion Week Protests

SENSITIVE

d

Dear Colleagues,

lea

se

Please find attached an Industry Advisory Bulletin regarding protest activity that has occurred on 9th October 2019
and further protest activity likely to occur in Queensland over the period 10 - 11 October 2019 as part of
International Rebellion Week.
We are happy for you to share this information with other members of your organisation, on a need-to-know basis,
but please do not provide this information to the public, media or other organisations/agencies.

Re

Please note that the National Terrorism Threat Level remains at PROBABLE.
Organisations should continue to encourage the reporting of any suspicious behaviour to police in a timely manner.
If you have any questions regarding this information please don't hesitate to contact our unit via the details
contained within this bulletin.
Kind Regards
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Security and Counter-Terrorism Network State Coordination Unit
Prevention and Protection Group
Security and Counter-Terrorism Command
Queensland Police Service
Contrary to public interest
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CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you
have received this electronic message in error, please
inform the sender or contact 13001TPSBA@psba.gld.gov.au.
This footnote also confirms that this email message has
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.
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INDUSTRY ADVISORY BULLETIN UPDATE 09/10/2019 — INTERNATIONAL
REBELLION WEEK PROTEST ACTIVITY OCTOBER 2019

SENSITIVE

DP
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Purpose

The attached Industry Advisory Bulletin (IAB) update is designed to provide relevant business and
government organisations with information regarding the International Rebellion Week protests.
Handlinq Instructions

The attached document is classified SENSITIVE. In accordance with the Queensland Government
Information security classification framework, version 4, the use of the attached document is governed
under the following requirements:
Access to the attached document is based on the 'need to know' principle, which means that access is
limited to those Government persons who need to use or understand this information to do their work.
It is not to be provided to the public or media and is not to be forwarded to any external third parties,
without specific approval from the Queensland Police Service (QPS).

•

The persons holding the attached document must take all reasonable action to protect and manage
access to this document and are responsible for its security, including controlling access, storage,
transfer and disposal.

•

This covering sheet for SENSITIVE must remain with the attached document.

•

The attached document is not to be left unattended and must be stored in an appropriate container
when not being used (e.g. a locked commercial cabinet).

•

The attached document is not to be uploaded onto public websites and is not to be saved onto broadly
accessible ICT systems. The document may be distributed (with this cover sheet attached) by email
within an agency's network and should be encrypted when being emailed between agencies.

•

This document may be transferred within a discrete office environment by hand with this coversheet.
Within a single location, the document is to be placed in an opaque envelope. For transfer by hand or
authorised messenger (including Australia Post) to external locations, this document is to be double
enveloped (a sealed opaque marked inner envelope — i.e. one labelled with the recipient's name /
position and the classification; inside a sealed opaque unmarked outer envelope — i.e. one labelled
with only the recipient's name / position and address).

•

When no longer needed the attached document must be destroyed, via shredding or be placed in a
confidential document shredding bin for disposal by an approved contractor.

•

If the attached document and/or its contents becomes or appears likely at any time to become subject
of any writ, subpoena, Right-to-Information application, or any other legal process, the Commander,
Strategy and Capability Development Group is to be advised immediately, and in any event, prior to
release of such information, via Contrary to public interest or
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•

Contrary to public interest

Re

Failure to comply with these handling instructions may compromise future access to information of this
nature.
Enquiries

Enquiries concerning the management of security classified material are to be referred to the QPS Agency
Security Advisor on Contrary to public interest

SCTN SCU

3364 4563

SENSITIVE

Pagel of

IAB UPDATE 09/10/2019 — INTERNATIONAL REBELLION WEEK

SENSITIVE
To provide relevant business and government organisations with updated information
regarding International Rebellion Week protest action.

Purpose

This bulletin relates to the general security context for all business and government
organisations in Queensland including crowded places and events, critical infrastructure
sectors and government agencies.

Current as at

This document is current as at 1600hrs on 9th of October 2019.

Point of

Should you require more information regarding this document please contact the
to public
Security and Counter-Terrorism Network via Contrary
(Business Hours) or
interest

Contact

DP
C

Industry
Sectors

Contrary to public interest

Background
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Situation
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As outlined in the IAB dated 2nd October 2019, non-violent, disruptive protests are
expected to occur in the Brisbane CBD and South Brisbane areas during 'International
Rebellion' week (7th to 11th October 2019) with protester numbers and actions likely to be
greater than that observed on Brisbane Rebellion Day (6th August 2019), which resulted
in the arrest of 73 people. Extinction Rebellion (ER) South East Queensland (SEQ) and
surrounding ER groups expect thousands of rebels to descend on the QLD capital with
large crowds of protesters also expected to shut down capital cities around the world to
demand:
• That the Government start telling the truth about the climate and ecological
emergency and that they along with other institutions (e.g. the media) begin
communicating this "urgency for change".
• That the Government enact legally binding policies to reduce carbon emissions in
Australia to net zero emissions by 2025.
• That the Government create citizens' assemblies to ensure plans to curb
emissions are carried out by politicians.
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A 'Movement of Movements' strategy has been introduced by ER groups as part of the
'International Rebellion', which will involve a range of groups' allied to ER (e.g. the
animals, peace and social justice movements) taking to the streets to disrupt'business as
usual'.

Update: Brisbane Protest Action 9th of October 2019

Re

Summary

lea

While most protest activity scheduled for this week is likely to occur without warning, some
participants have suggested that the rebel alliance would work best2 if protesters not only
disrupted 'business as usual' for ordinary people but focussed on shutting down
Parliament/Government, the economic and financial systems and the rich and powerful
elites who are responsible for running these systems.3

At 0730hrs police intercepted a vehicle on Upper Roma St, Brisbane City opposite the
Fire Station. Police located in the tray of the vehicle a large barrel filled with concrete
with 'Capitalism Kills' painted on it, temporary road barriers, and metal pipes known as

For example, doctors, farmers, animal justice activists, academics, faith communities, peace and anti-war, women's youth, elders and disability
groups.
2 https://medium.com/( ~rupertiread/truth-and-its-consequences-eb2faa5eb458

3 How a Movement of Movements can Win: Taking XR to the Next Level. 14 August 2019.https://www.resilience.orq/stories/2019-08-14/how-am ovement-of-movements-can-wi n-ta ki nq-xr-to-the-next-level/

SENSITIVE
`Sleeping Dragons'. The tray also contained a number of tools and brackets. The
property from the tray was seized by police.
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At 0830hrs a male person entered the Bowen Hills railway station, climbed onto the train
track and locked himself to the track using a chain and padlock. The action resulted in
an approximate delay of 30 minutes. Specialist police attended the scene and removed
the male who was placed under arrest and conveyed to Brisbane Watch House.

Re

At 0925hrs a group of approximately 50 protesters attended the intersection of George
and Queen St, Brisbane City, walking into the intersection and dancing during the
pedestrian walk signal. Before returning to the footpath when the signal turned red. A
male person was arrested and transported to the Brisbane City Watchhouse after sitting
down in the intersection and remaining there when the others returned to the footpath.

At approximately 1030hrs two female protesters were arrested in Margaret St, Brisbane
City in relation to contravene requirement and traffic related offences. The female
protesters were part of a large ER protest group targeting 1 William St, Brisbane City.
Protest activity continued throughout the city for the remainder of the day including small
groups conducting street marches and `swarming' of intersections for short durations.

IAB UPDATE 09/10/2019 — INTERNATIONAL REBELLION WEEK
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Future
Protest
Action

Planned activity 10' October 2019:
Planned protest activity will commence as follows;
LOCATION

ACTION

10th October 2019, 0730hrs

Queens Garden

Assemble before moving
into streets (probable
swarming of intersections)

10th October 2019, 1200hrs

Parliament House

Occupation

10th October 2019, 1200hrs
and 1245hrs

William Street, Brisbane to
Parliament House

Funeral Procession March

10th October 2019, 1200hrs

QUT, Gardens Point

Die in (protesters lie down
and refuse to move)

10th October 2019, 1500hrs

Queens Garden

11th October 2019, 0730hrs

Queens Garden
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DATE / TIME SCHEDULED

Demonstration

11th October 2019, 1000hrs

William Jolly Bridge

Occupation

266 George St, Brisbane

Anonymous for the
Voiceless Static Assembly

Southbank River Quay

Assembly

d

180 Ann St, Brisbane

se

lea

11th October 2019, 1700hrs

•

It is highly likely protest activity will continue as planned, using similar tactics to those
described above.
Methodologies successfully utilised by protesters internationally has historically
influenced local protest tactics.
The QPS is not aware of any specific threat to Queensland-based business and
government organisations as a result of these protests.

Re

•

Assemble before moving
into streets (probable
swarming of intersections)

11th October 2019, 0800hrs

11th October 2019, 1700hrs

Assessment

Assembly

•

QPS Actions

'

The QPS will advise relevant industry and government stakeholders if any information
indicating a specific threat or issue of security concern is identified.

•

Security and Counter Terrorism Network (SCTN) Operation Leaders have familiarised
themselves with the content of this bulletin and will be available, within their respective
regions, to field questions and provide guidance and advice when/if required.

•

Updated reporting will be provided by the SCTN if/when required.

IAB UPDATE 09/10/2019 — INTERNATIONAL REBELLION WEEK

SENSITIVE

Contacts

It is recommended that businesses and government organisations consider how these
types of protest tactics could impact their workplace / business operations ensure their
staff / employees are aware of respective procedures to be followed.

•

Protest activity, especially on a large scale, can impact the ability for staff to attend
workplaces, meetings or transit in and around the CBD.

•

Consideration should be given to undertake (proportionate) action to minimise
disruptions to operations and ensure the maintenance of your business security
posture.

•

Dynamic lock down procedures should form part of an organisation's protective
security overlay.

•

Businesses and government organisations should continue to encourage vigilance by
staff and report any suspicious activity or information of a security concern to police
in a timely manner, via the contacts provided in the section below.
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•

Emergency situations: In an emergency, when life is threatened, a crime is happening,
or time is critical, call Triple Zero (000)

rR

Business and
Government
Implications

To contact Police: To contact Police, when it is not an emergency, call Policelink on

de

131444

un

Reporting suspicious activity: To report suspicious activity or key information, when
Police attendance is not required, call the National Security Hotline on 1800 123 400 or
on-line at https://www.police.gld.gov.au/apps/reports/suspiciousActivities

d

Reporting radicalisation: To discuss potential radicalisation or report indicators of
radicalisation, contact the QPS via Contrary to public interest

se

Security and Counter-Terrorism Network
Key Contact Information
Contrary to public interest

Re
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SCTN State Coordination Unit
SCTN South Eastern Region4, Contrary to public interest
SCTN Brisbane Regions,Contrary to public interest
Contrary to public interest
SCTN Southern Regions
Contrary to public interest
SCTN Central Region',
SCTN Northern Region8, Contrary to public interest
Contact Details:

Contrary to public interest

e.g. Gold Coast and Logan
e.g. South Brisbane and North Brisbane
6 e.g. Toowoomba, Moreton, Ipswich, South West QLD
e.g. Mackay, Sunshine Coast, Rockhampton, Wide Bay area
8 e.g. Torres Strait communities, Mount Isa, Townsville and Cairns
4

5

s.73 Telephone Number
s.73 Telephone Number
s.73 Telephone
Number
s.73 Telephone Number
s.73 Telephone Number

Sarah Partosh
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Filly Morgan
Wednesday, 9 October 2019 9:36 PM
Libby Gregoric
Re: QPS IAB Update 09 OCT 2019 Rebellion Week Protests
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Thanks
Sent from my iPhone

On 9 Oct 2019, at 9:00 pm, Libby Gregoric <Lbby.gregoric(cDpremiers.gld.gov.au> wrote:

TI
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Dear all
Updating known extinction rebellion activities for rest of week.

Regards
Libby

un

de

Libby Gregoric
General Manager
Corporate Services Division
Department of the Premier and Cabinet
Phone: (07) 3003 9046 1 Mobile: s.73 Telephone Number

rR

Note funeral procession from 1WS tomorrow.

Contrary to public interest

SENSITIVE

lea

Dear Colleagues,
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From: Counter.Terrorism[SCTC]
Sent: Wednesday, October 9, 2019 6:35:59 PM
Subject: QPS IAB Update 09 OCT 2019 Rebellion Week Protests

Please find attached an Industry Advisory Bulletin regarding protest activity that has occurred on Stn
October 2019 and further protest activity likely to occur in Queensland over the period 10 -11
October 2019 as part of International Rebellion Week.

Re

We are happy for you to share this information with other members of your organisation, on a
need-to-know basis, but please do not provide this information to the public, media or other
organisations/agencies.
Please note that the National Terrorism Threat Level remains at PROBABLE.
Organisations should continue to encourage the reporting of any suspicious behaviour to police in a
timely manner.
If you have any questions regarding this information please don't hesitate to contact our unit via the
details contained within this bulletin.

Kind Regards
<image001.png>

Security and Counter-Terrorism Network State Coordination Unit
Prevention and Protection Group
Security and Counter-Terrorism Command
Queensland Police Service
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Contrary to public interest
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CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you
have received this electronic message in error, please
inform the sender or contact 13001TPSBA(@Psba.gld.gov.au.
This footnote also confirms that this email message has
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.
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<(EXTERNAL) IAB UPDATE 09-OCT-2019 REBELLION WEEK PROTESTS (SENSITIVE).pdf>
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Sarah Partosh
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dear all
A recap of today's activities and known planned activities for tomorrow.
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FYI.
Regards
Libby
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Libby Gregoric
General Manager
Corporate Services Division
Department of the Premier and Cabinet
s.73 Telephone Number
Phone: (07) 3003 9046 1 Mobil
Contrary to public interest
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Libby Gregoric
Thursday, 10 October 2019 10:42 PM
Filly Morgan; Julia Sheedy; Michelle Wellington (DPQ Kate McNarn; Kyla Hayden
Sharon Grooby; Simon Carl
Fwd: (EXT) 1 - IAB Update 10 OCT 2019 Rebellion Week Protests (SENSITIVE)
(EXTERNAL) IAB UPDATE 10-OCT-2019 REBELLION WEEK PROTESTS (SENSITIVE).pdf

un

From: Counter.Terrorism[SCTC
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2019 8:25:38 PM
Subject: (EXT) 1- IAB Update 10 OCT 2019 Rebellion Week Protests (SENSITIVE)
SENSITIVE

d

Dear Colleagues,

se

Please find attached an Industry Advisory Bulletin regarding protest activity that has occurred on 10th October 2019
and further protest activity likely to occur on 11 October 2019 as part of International Rebellion Week.

lea

We are happy for you to share this information with other members of your organisation, on a need-to-know basis,
but please do not provide this information to the public, media or other organisations/agencies.
Please note that the National Terrorism Threat Level remains at PROBABLE.

Re

Organisations should continue to encourage the reporting of any suspicious behaviour to police in a timely manner.
If you have any questions regarding this information please don't hesitate to contact our unit via the details
contained within this bulletin.
Kind Regards

1

Security and Counter-Terrorism Network State Coordination Unit
Prevention and Protection Group
Security and Counter-Terrorism Command
Queensland Police Service
Contrary to public interest
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**********************************************************************
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CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you
have received this electronic message in error, please
inform the sender or contact 13001TPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.
This footnote also confirms that this email message has
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.

SECURITY AND COUNTER-TERRORISM COMMAND
SECURITY AND COUNTER-TERRORISM NETWORK, QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE

INDUSTRY ADVISORY BULLETIN UPDATE 1 0/1 01201 9 — INTERNATIONAL
REBELLION WEEK PROTEST ACTIVITY OCTOBER 2019

SENSITIVE
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Purpose

The attached Industry Advisory Bulletin (IAB) update is designed to provide relevant business and
government organisations with information regarding the International Rebellion Week protests.
Handlinq Instructions

TI
-

The attached document is classified SENSITIVE. In accordance with the Queensland Government
Information security classification framework, version 4, the use of the attached document is governed
under the following requirements:
Access to the attached document is based on the `need to know' principle, which means that access is
limited to those Government persons who need to use or understand this information to do their work.
It is not to be provided to the public or media and is not to be forwarded to any external third parties,
without specific approval from the Queensland Police Service (QPS).

•

The persons holding the attached document must take all reasonable action to protect and manage
access to this document and are responsible for its security, including controlling access, storage,
transfer and disposal.

•

This covering sheet for SENSITIVE must remain with the attached document.

•

The attached document is not to be left unattended and must be stored in an appropriate container
when not being used (e.g. a locked commercial cabinet).

•

The attached document is not to be uploaded onto public websites and is not to be saved onto broadly
accessible ICT systems. The document may be distributed (with this cover sheet attached) by email
within an agency's network and should be encrypted when being emailed between agencies.

•

This document may be transferred within a discrete office environment by hand with this coversheet.
Within a single location, the document is to be placed in an opaque envelope. For transfer by hand or
authorised messenger (including Australia Post) to external locations, this document is to be double
enveloped (a sealed opaque marked inner envelope — i.e. one labelled with the recipient's name /
position and the classification; inside a sealed opaque unmarked outer envelope — i.e. one labelled
with only the recipient's name / position and address).

•

When no longer needed the attached document must be destroyed, via shredding or be placed in a
confidential document shredding bin for disposal by an approved contractor.

•

If the attached document and/or its contents becomes or appears likely at any time to become subject
of any writ, subpoena, Right-to-Information application, or any other legal process, the Commander,
Strategy and Capability Development Group is to be advised immediately, and in any event, prior to
release of such information, via Contrary to public interest or
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•

Contrary to public interest

Re

Failure to comply with these handling instructions may compromise future access to information of this
nature.
Enquiries

Enquiries concerning the management of security classified material are to be referred to the QPS Agency
Security Advisor on Contrary to public interest

SCTN SCU
3364 4563

SENSITIVE

Page 1of6

IAB UPDATE 10/10/2019 — INTERNATIONAL REBELLION WEEK

SENSITIVE
To provide relevant business and government organisations with updated information
regarding International Rebellion Week protest action.

Purpose

This bulletin relates to the general security context for all business and government
organisations in Queensland including crowded places and events, critical infrastructure
sectors and government agencies.

Current as at

This document is current as at 1800hrs on 10th of October 2019.

Point of
Contact

Should you require more information regarding this document please contact the
to public
Security and Counter-Terrorism Network via Contrary
(Business Hours) or
interest

DP
C

Industry
Sectors

Contrary to public interest

Background

TI
-

Situation

de

rR

As outlined in the IAB dated 2nd October 2019, non-violent, disruptive protests are
expected to occur in the Brisbane CBD and South Brisbane areas during 'International
Rebellion' week (7th to 11th October 2019) with protester numbers and actions likely to be
greater than that observed on Brisbane Rebellion Day (6th August 2019), which resulted
in the arrest of 73 people. Extinction Rebellion (ER) South East Queensland (SEQ) and
surrounding ER groups expect thousands of rebels to descend on the Queensland capital
with large crowds of protesters also expected to shut down capital cities around the world
to demand:

That the Government start telling the truth about the climate and ecological
emergency and that they along with other institutions (e.g. the media) begin
communicating this "urgency for change".

•

That the Government enact legally binding policies to reduce carbon emissions in
Australia to net zero emissions by 2025.

•

That the Government create citizens' assemblies to ensure plans to curb
emissions are carried out by politicians.
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A 'Movement of Movements' strategy has been introduced by ER groups as part of the
'International Rebellion', which will involve a range of groups' allied to ER (e.g. the
animals, peace and social justice movements) taking to the streets to disrupt 'business as
usual'.

Re

While most protest activity scheduled for this week is likely to occur without warning, some
participants have suggested that the rebel alliance would work best2 if protesters not only
disrupted 'business as usual' for ordinary people but focussed on shutting down
Parliament/Government, the economic and financial systems and the rich and powerful
elites who are responsible for running these systems.3

For example, doctors, farmers, animal justice activists, academics, faith communities, peace and anti-war, women's youth, elders and disability
groups.
2
https://medium.com/@rupertiread/truth-and-its-consequences-eb2faa5eb458

3 How a Movement of Movements can Win: Taking XR to the Next Level. 14 August 2019.httos://www.resilience.orq/stories/2019-08-14/how-amovem ent-of-m ovements-can-win-taking-xr-to-the-next-level/
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Summary

Update: Brisbane Protest Action 10th of October 2019.
Georqe and Elizabeth Street Protest
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At approximately 0610hrs protest action occurred at the intersection of George Street
and Elizabeth Street, Brisbane CBD. Protesters using a 4WD wagon off loaded a pink
catamaran into the intersection. The catamaran had undergone custom alterations to
facilitate multiple lock on sites. Nine protesters arrived and proceeded to lock on to the
catamaran. Specialist police attended, removed the protesters and several persons
were arrested.

un

William and Marqaret Street Protest

Re

lea
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At approximately 0610hrs protest action occurred at the intersection of William Street
and Margaret Street, Brisbane CBD. Protesters using a sedan to tow another pink boat
into the intersection and block traffic flow. This boat had also undergone custom
alterations to facilitate lock-on tactics. Two protestors locked onto the boat while another
two protesters locked onto the vehicle.
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William Street Protest
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At approximately 1000hrs two protesters locked on to a stationary vehicle outside 1
William Street, Brisbane. Specialist police and paramedics removed the two protesters
who were both arrested and conveyed to Brisbane City Watch House.'
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At approximately 1200hrs in excess of sixty protesters gathered outside 1 William
Street, Brisbane CBD, before commencing a slow march to Parliament House via Alice
Street. Several protestors marched carrying a black coffin to represent a funeral
procession for the Earth. On arrival at Parliament House the coffin was opened and
several buckets containing red fluid was poured onto the footpath.

Re
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Protest activity continued throughout the city for the remainder of the day including
several protesters gluing themselves to the roadway at various locations. A total of 35
persons were arrested for offences relating to the protest activity in the Brisbane CBD.

°
htti)s://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/oueensland/arrest-number-11-looms-for-brisbane-serial-protester-locked-to-car-20191010p52zfg.html?ref=rss&utm medium=rss&utm source=rss feed
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Future
Protest
Action

Planned activity 11th October 2019:
Planned protest activity will commence as follows;

11th October 2019, 0730hrs

Queens Garden

11th October 2019, 0800hrs

180 Ann St, Brisbane

11th October 2019, 1000hrs

William Jolly Bridge

Occupation

11th October 2019, 1700hrs

266 George St, Brisbane

Anonymous for the
Voiceless Static Assembly

11th October 2019, 1700hrs

Southbank River Quay

DP
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ACTION

Assemble before moving
into streets (probable
swarming of intersections)

Assembly
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Demonstration

It is highly likely protest activity will continue as planned, using similar tactics to those
described above.

•

Methodologies successfully utilised by protesters internationally has historically
influenced local protest tactics.

•

The QPS is not aware of any specific threat to Queensland-based business and
government organisations as a result of these protests.

d
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•

' The QPS will advise relevant industry and government stakeholders if any information
indicating a specific threat or issue of security concern is identified.
•

Security and Counter Terrorism Network (SCTN) Operation Leaders have familiarised
themselves with the content of this bulletin and will be available, within their respective
regions, to field questions and provide guidance and advice when/if required.

•

Updated reporting will be provided by the SCTN if/when required.

Re
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QPS Actions

LOCATION

se

Assessment

DATE /TIME SCHEDULED

Business and
Government
Implications

' It is recommended that businesses and government organisations consider how these
types of protest tactics could impact their workplace / business operations and ensure
their staff / employees are aware of respective procedures to be followed.

•

Protest activity, especially on a large scale, can impact the ability for staff to attend
workplaces, meetings or transit in and around the CBD.

•

Consideration should be given to undertake (proportionate) action to minimise
disruptions to operations and ensure the maintenance of your business security
posture.

IAB UPDATE 10/10/2019 — INTERNATIONAL REBELLION WEEK
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Dynamic lock down procedures should form part of an organisation's protective
security overlay.

•

Businesses and government organisations should continue to encourage vigilance by
staff and report any suspicious activity or information of a security concern to police
in a timely manner, via the contacts provided in the section below.
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Contacts

•

Emergency situations: In an emergency, when life is threatened, a crime is happening,
or time is critical, call Triple Zero (000)

TI
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To contact Police: To contact Police, when it is not an emergency, call Policelink on
131444

rR

Reporting suspicious activity: To report suspicious activity or key information, when
Police attendance is not required, call the National Security Hotline on 1800 123 400 or
on-line at https://www.poIice.gld.gov.au/apps/reports/suspiciousActivities

Reporting radicalisation: To discuss potential radicalisation or report indicators of
Contrary to public interest
radicalisation, contact the QPS via

de

Security and Counter-Terrorism Network
Key Contact Information

se

Contact Details:

d

un

SCTN State Coordination Unit, Contrary to public interest
SCTN South Eastern Regions, Contrary to public interest
SCTN Brisbane Regions, Contrary to public interest
SCTN Southern Region', Contrary to public interest
SCTN Central Region", Contrary to public interest
SCTN Northern Regions, Contrary to public interest

Re

lea

Contrary to public interest

e.g. Gold Coast and Logan
e.g. South Brisbane and North Brisbane
e.g. Toowoomba, Moreton, Ipswich, South West QLD
8 e.g. Mackay, Sunshine Coast, Rockhampton, Wide Bay area
9 e.g. Torres Strait communities, Mount Isa, Townsville and Cairns

5

6

s.73 Telephone Number
s.73 Telephone Number
s.73 Telephone Number

s.73 Telephone Number

Sarah Partosh

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

DP
C

Libby Gregoric
Friday, 11 October 2019 10:45 PM
Filly Morgan; Julia Sheedy; Michelle Wellington (DPC); Kyla Hayden; Kate McNarn
Simon Carl; Sharon Grooby
Fwd: (EXT) 1 - IAB Update 11 OCT 2019 Rebellion Week Protests (SENSITIVE)
(EXTERNAL) IAB UPDATE 11-OCT-2019 REBELLION WEEK PROTESTS (SENSITIVE).pdf

FYI

TI
-

Libby Gregoric
General Manager
Corporate Services Division
Department of the Premier and Cabinet
Phone: (07) 3003 9046 ( Mobile:s.73 Telephone Number
Contrary to public interest

rR

From: Counter.Terrorism[SCTC]
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2019 6:55:19 PM

Subject: (EXT) 1- IAB Update 11 OCT 2019 Rebellion Week Protests (SENSITIVE)

de

SENSITIVE
Dear Colleagues,

un

Please find attached an Industry Advisory Bulletin regarding protest activity that has occurred on 11th October 2019
as part of International Rebellion Week.
We are happy for you to share this information with other members of your organisation, on a need-to-know basis,
but please do not provide this information to the public, media or other organisations/agencies.

d

Please note that the National Terrorism Threat Level remains at PROBABLE.

se

Organisations should continue to encourage the reporting of any suspicious behaviour to police in a timely manner.

Kind Regards

lea

If you have any questions regarding this information please don't hesitate to contact our unit via the details
contained within this bulletin.

Re

Security and Counter-Terrorism Network State Coordination Unit
Prevention and Protection Group

Security and Counter-Terrorism Command

Queensland Police Service
Contrary to public interest

SENSITIVE

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached
1

Re

lea

se

d

un

de

rR

TI
-

DP
C

to it may be confidential information, and may also be the
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you
have received this electronic message in error, please
inform the sender or contact 1300ITPSBA@psba.gld.gov.au.
This footnote also confirms that this email message has
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.

2

SECURITY AND COUNTER-TERRORISM COMMAND
SECURITY AND COUNTER-TERRORISM NETWORK, QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE

INDUSTRY ADVISORY BULLETIN UPDATE 11/10/2019 — INTERNATIONAL
REBELLION WEEK PROTEST ACTIVITY OCTOBER 2019

SENSITIVE

DP
C

Purpose

The attached Industry Advisory Bulletin (IAB) update is designed to provide relevant business and
government organisations with information regarding the International Rebellion Week protests.
Handlinq Instructions

The attached document is classified SENSITIVE. In accordance with the Queensland Government
Information security classification framework, version 4, the use of the attached document is governed
under the following requirements:
Access to the attached document is based on the 'need to know' principle, which means that access is
limited to those Government persons who need to use or understand this information to do their work.
It is not to be provided to the public or media and is not to be forwarded to any external third parties,
without specific approval from the Queensland Police Service (QPS).

•

The persons holding the attached document must take all reasonable action to protect and manage
access to this document and are responsible for its security, including controlling access, storage,
transfer and disposal.

•

This covering sheet for SENSITIVE must remain with the attached document.

•

The attached document is not to be left unattended and must be stored in an appropriate container
when not being used (e.g. a locked commercial cabinet).

•

The attached document is not to be uploaded onto public websites and is not to be saved onto broadly
accessible ICT systems. The document may be distributed (with this cover sheet attached) by email
within an agency's network and should be encrypted when being emailed between agencies.

•

This document may be transferred within a discrete office environment by hand with this coversheet.
Within a single location, the document is to be placed in an opaque envelope. For transfer by hand or
authorised messenger (including Australia Post) to external locations, this document is to be double
enveloped (a sealed opaque marked inner envelope — i.e. one labelled with the recipient's name /
position and the classification; inside a sealed opaque unmarked outer envelope — i.e. one labelled
with only the recipient's name / position and address).

•

When no longer needed the attached document must be destroyed, via shredding or be placed in a
confidential document shredding bin for disposal by an approved contractor.

•

If the attached document and/or its contents becomes or appears likely at any time to become subject
of any writ, subpoena, Right-to-Information application, or any other legal process, the Commander,
Strategy and Capability Development Group is to be advised immediately, and in any event, prior to
release of such information, via Contrary to public interest or

lea

se

d

un

de

rR

TI
-

•

Contrary to public interest

Re

Failure to comply with these handling instructions may compromise future access to information of this
nature.
Enquiries

Enquiries concerning the management of security classified material are to be referred to the QPS Agency
Security Advisor on Contrary to public interest

SCTN SCU
3364 4563
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IAB UPDATE 11/10/2019 — INTERNATIONAL REBELLION WEEK

SENSITIVE
To provide relevant business and government organisations with updated information
regarding International Rebellion Week protest action.

Purpose

This bulletin relates to the general security context for all business and government
organisations in Queensland including crowded places and events, critical infrastructure
sectors and government agencies.

Current as at

This document is current as at 1800hrs on 11th of October 2019.

Point of
Contact

Should you require more information regarding this document please contact the Security
and Counter-Terrorism Network via Contrary to public interest
(Business Hours) or

DP
C

Industry
Sectors

Contrary to public interest

Situation

TI
-

This is the final IAB in relation to `International Rebellion' week.
Background

•

de

•

That the Government start telling the truth about the climate and ecological
emergency and that they along with other institutions (e.g. the media) begin
communicating this "urgency for change".
That the Government enact legally binding policies to reduce carbon emissions in
Australia to net zero emissions by 2025.
That the Government create citizens' assemblies to ensure plans to curb
emissions are carried out by politicians.

un

•

rR

As outlined in the IAB dated 2nd October 2019, non-violent, disruptive protests were
expected to occur in the Brisbane CBD and South Brisbane areas during `International
Rebellion' week (7th to 11 th October 2019). Extinction Rebellion (ER) South East
Queensland (SEQ) and surrounding ER groups expected thousands of rebels to descend
on Brisbane CBD and capital cities around the world to demand:

Summary

se

d

A `Movement of Movements' strategy was introduced by ER groups as part of the
`International Rebellion', which will involve a range of groups' allied to ER (e.g. the
animals, peace and social justice movements) taking to the streets to disrupt `business as
usual'.
Update: Brisbane Protest Action 11th of October 2019

Re

lea

At approximately 1000hrs protesters began gathering on the footpaths of the William
Jolly Bridge. Shortly after approximately 200 protesters swarmed the roadway, blocking
vehicular traffic in both directions of the bridge. Police attended and pushed protesters
back onto the footpath. Several protesters had glued themselves to the road.
Approximately 45 protesters who refused to leave the roadway were arrested.2

For example, doctors, farmers, animal justice activists, academics, faith communities, peace and anti-war, women's youth, elders and disability
groups.
2
https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/Queensland/activists-end-week-of-climate-protests-bv-shuttinq-down-brisbane-bridge-20191011p52zuf.html
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SENSITIVE

Protest activity remained minimal throughout the city for the remainder of the day.

•

The QPS is not aware of any specific threat to Queensland-based business and
government organisations as a result of these protests.

TI
-

It is unlikely protest activity will continue over the weekend.

rR

' The QPS will advise relevant industry and government stakeholders if any information
indicating a specific threat or issue of security concern is identified.
Security and Counter Terrorism Network (SCTN) Operation Leaders have familiarised
themselves with the content of this bulletin and will be available, within their respective
regions, to field questions and provide guidance and advice when/if required3.

•

Updated reporting will be provided by the SCTN if/when required.

Business and
Government
Implications

de

•

un

It is recommended that businesses and government organisations consider how
protest tactics could impact their workplace / business operations ensure their staff /
employees are aware of respective procedures to be followed.
•

Protest activity, especially on a large scale, can impact the ability for staff to attend
workplaces, meetings or transit in and around the CBD.

•

Consideration should be given to undertake (proportionate) action to minimise
disruptions to operations and ensure the maintenance of your business security
posture.

•

Dynamic lock down procedures should form part of an organisation's protective
security overlay.

d

QPS Actions

•

lea

se

Assessment

Businesses and government organisations should continue to encourage vigilance by
staff and report any suspicious activity or information of a security concern to police
in a timely manner, via the contacts provided in the section below.

Re

•

Contacts

Emergency situations: In an emergency, when life is threatened, a crime is happening,
or time is critical, call Triple Zero (000)

To contact Police: To contact Police, when it is not an emergency, call Policelink on
131444

IAB UPDATE 11/10/2019 — INTERNATIONAL REBELLION WEEK
SENSITIVE
Reporting suspicious activity: To report suspicious activity or key information, when
Police attendance is not required, call the National Security Hotline on 1800 123 400 or
on-line at https://www.police.gId.gov.au/apps/reports/suspiciousActivities

DP
C

Reporting radicalisation: To discuss potential radicalisation or report indicators of
radicalisation, contact the QPS via Contrary to public interest
Security and Counter-Terrorism Network
Key Contact Information

Re

lea

se

d

un

de

Contrary to public interest

e.g. Gold Coast and Logan
e.g. South Brisbane and North Brisbane
6 e.g. Toowoomba, Moreton, Ipswich, South West QLD
e.g. Mackay, Sunshine Coast, Rockhampton, Wide Bay area
8 e.g. Torres Strait communities, Mount Isa, Townsville and Cairns
4

5

s.73 Telephone Number

s.73 Telephone Number

rR

Contact Details:

s.73 Telephone Number

TI
-

SCTN State Coordination Unit,Contrary to public interest
SCTN South Eastern Region', Contrary to public interest
SCTN Brisbane Region', Contrary to public interest
SCTN Southern Regions,Contrary to public interest
SCTN Central Region', Contrary to public interest
SCTN Northern Region

s.73 Telephone Number

Sarah Partosh
Libby Gregoric
Monday, 7 October 2019 8:43 PM
Filly Morgan; Julia Sheedy; Kyla Hayden; Michelle Wellington (DPQ Kate McNarn;
Sharon Grooby
Simon Carl
Fwd: IAB UPDATE 07-SEP-2019 REBELLION WEEK PROTESTS (SENSITIVE)
(EXTERNAL) IAB UPDATE 07-SEP-2019 REBELLION WEEK PROTESTS (SENSITIVE).pdf

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

DP
C

From:
Sent:
To:

Dear all
FYI only re known protest activity planned this week.

TI
-

Building management are distributing standard information to all tennants reminding staff to wear government ID
and reminding about lockdown procedures which will be instituted if necessary.
Regards

de

un

Libby Gregoric
General Manager
Corporate Services Division
Department of the Premier and Cabinet
Phone: (07) 3003 9046 1 Mobile: s.73 Telephone Number

rR

Libby

Contrary to public interest

d

From: Counter.Terrorism[SCTC
Sent: Monday, October 7, 2019 7:00:51 PM
Subject: IAB UPDATE 07-SEP-2019 REBELLION WEEK PROTESTS (SENSITIVE)

SENSITIVE

se

Dear Colleagues,

lea

Please find attached an Industry Advisory Bulletin regarding protest activity that has occurred on 7th October 2019
and further protest activity likely to occur in Queensland over the period 8 -11 October 2019 as part of International
Rebellion Week.

Re

We are happy for you to share this information with other members of your organisation, on a need-to-know basis,
but please do not provide this information to the public, media or other organisations/agencies.
Please note that the National Terrorism Threat Level remains at PROBABLE.
Organisations should continue to encourage the reporting of any suspicious behaviour to police in a timely manner.
If you have any questions regarding this information please don't hesitate to contact our unit via the details
contained within this bulletin.
Kind regards

1

Security and Counter-Terrorism Network State Coordination Unit
Prevention and Protection Group
Security and Counter-Terrorism Command
Queensland Police Service
Contrary to public interest

Re

lea

se

d

un

de

rR

TI
-

CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you
have received this electronic message in error, please
inform the sender or contact 13001TPSBA@psba.qld.gov.au.
This footnote also confirms that this email message has
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.
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SENSITIVE
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SECURITY AND COUNTER-TERRORISM COMMAND
SECURITY AND COUNTER-TERRORISM NETWORK, QUEENSLAND POLICE SERVICE
INDUSTRY ADVISORY BULLETIN UPDATE 07/10/2019 — INTERNATIONAL
REBELLION WEEK PROTEST ACTIVITY OCTOBER 2019

SENSITIVE

DP
C

Purpose

The attached Industry Advisory Bulletin (IAB) update is designed to provide relevant business and
government organisations with information regarding the International Rebellion Week protests.
Handlinq Instructions

TI
-

The attached document is classified SENSITIVE. In accordance with the Queensland Government
Information security classification framework, version 4, the use of the attached document is governed
under the following requirements:
Access to the attached document is based on the 'need to know' principle, which means that access is
limited to those Government persons who need to use or understand this information to do their work.
It is not to be provided to the public or media and is not to be forwarded to any external third parties,
without specific approval from the Queensland Police Service (QPS).

•

The persons holding the attached document must take all reasonable action to protect and manage
access to this document and are responsible for its security, including controlling access, storage,
transfer and disposal.

•

This covering sheet for SENSITIVE must remain with the attached document.

•

The attached document is not to be left unattended and must be stored in an appropriate container
when not being used (e.g. a locked commercial cabinet).

•

The attached document is not to be uploaded onto public websites and is not to be saved onto broadly
accessible ICT systems. The document may be distributed (with this cover sheet attached) by email
within an agency's network and should be encrypted when being emailed between agencies.

•

This document may be transferred within a discrete office environment by hand with this coversheet.
Within a single location, the document is to be placed in an opaque envelope. For transfer by hand or
authorised messenger (including Australia Post) to external locations, this document is to be double
enveloped (a sealed opaque marked inner envelope — i.e. one labelled with the recipient's name /
position and the classification; inside a sealed opaque unmarked outer envelope — i.e. one labelled
with only the recipient's name / position and address).

•

When no longer needed the attached document must be destroyed, via shredding or be placed in a
confidential document shredding bin for disposal by an approved contractor.

•

If the attached document and/or its contents becomes or appears likely at any time to become subject
of any writ, subpoena, Right-to-Information application, or any other legal process, the Commander,
Strategy and Capability Development Group is to be advised immediately, and in any event, prior to
release of such information, via Contrary to public interest or

lea

se

d

un

de
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•

Re

Contrary to public interest

Failure to comply with these handling instructions may compromise future access to information of this
nature.
Enquiries

Enquiries concerning the management of security classified material are to be referred to the QPS Agency
Security Advisor on Contrary to public interest

SC
336444563
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SENSITIVE
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IAB UPDATE 07/10/2019 — INTERNATIONAL REBELLION WEEK

SENSITIVE
To provide relevant business and government organisations with updated information
regarding International Rebellion Week protest action.

Purpose

This bulletin relates to the general security context for all business and government
organisations in Queensland including crowded places and events, critical infrastructure
sectors and government agencies.

Current as at

This document is current as at 1700hrs on 711 of October 2019.

Point of
Contact

Should you require more information regarding this document please contact the Security
(Business Hours) or
and Counter-Terrorism Network via Contrary to public interest

DP
C

Industry
Sectors

Contrary to public interest

Background

TI
-

Situation

un

de

rR

As outlined in the IAB dated 2nd October 2019, non-violent, disruptive protests are
expected to occur in the Brisbane CBD and South Brisbane areas during `International
Rebellion' week (7th to 11th October 2019) with protester numbers and actions likely to be
greater than that observed on Brisbane Rebellion Day (6th August 2019), which resulted
in the arrest of 73 people. Extinction Rebellion (ER) South East Queensland (SEQ) and
surrounding ER groups expect thousands of rebels to descend on the QLD capital with
large crowds of protesters also expected to shut down capital cities around the world to
demand:
• That the Government start telling the truth about the climate and ecological
emergency and that they along with other institutions (e.g. the media) begin
communicating this "urgency for change".
• That the Government enact legally binding policies to reduce carbon emissions in
Australia to net zero emissions by 2025.
• That the Government create citizens' assemblies to ensure plans to curb
emissions are carried out by politicians.

se

d

A `Movement of Movements' strategy has been introduced by ER groups as part of the
`International Rebellion', which will involve a range of groups' allied to ER (e.g. the
animals, peace and social justice movements) taking to the streets to disrupt `business as
usual'.

Summary

lea

While most protest activity scheduled for this week is likely to occur without warning, some
participants have suggested that the rebel alliance would work best2 if protesters not only
disrupted `business as usual' for ordinary people but focussed on shutting down
Parliament/Government, the economic and financial systems and the rich and powerful
elites who are responsible for running these systems.'
Update: Brisbane Protest Action

71" of October 2019

Re

Protest activity commenced in Musgrave Park, South Brisbane where approximately 300
— 400 persons gathered. A march proceeded at 1115hrs from Musgrave Park to
Queens Gardens, Brisbane CBD. During the march protesters blocked intersections
throughout West End for several minutes at a time. The march paused briefly across the
Victoria bridge where a small group of protesters 'locked on' to a portable wooden stage

' For example, doctors, farmers, animal justice activists, academics, faith communities, peace and anti-war, women's youth, elders and disability
groups.
2
https://medium.com/(a)rupertiread/truth-and-its-consequences-eb2faa5eb458

3 How a Movement of Movements can Win: Taking XR to the Next Level. 14 August 2019.https://www.resilience.orq/stories/2019-08-14/how-am ovem ent-of-m ovements-can-wi n-ta ki nq-xr-to-the-next-leeel/
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SENSITIVE

rR

TI
-

DP
C

blocking vehicular traffic. The remainder of the march continued across Victoria bridge
onto William Street where a further'lock on' occurred by a small group of protestors
again using a portable stage. The march continued, leaving the 'locked on' protestors
behind and concluded in Queens Gardens at approximately 1240hrs.

lea

se

d

un

de

Specialist police attended the scene and removed all 'locked on' protestors from both
the Victoria Bridge and William Street. As a result, six (6) persons were arrested and
conveyed to Brisbane City Watch house.

Several protestors remained in Queens Gardens after the march where some speeches
were made.

Re

Further protest activity occurred at George Street and Charlotte Street at around 1600
hrs, which included a group of protests obstructing traffic flow along George Street. One
protester glued themselves to the road. Specialist Police removed the person glued to
the road and two (2) persons were arrested and taken to Brisbane City Watch house.

IAB UPDATE 07/10/2019 — INTERNATIONAL REBELLION WEEK

SENSITIVE
Future
Protest
Action

Planned activity 8th October 2019:

DP
C

Planned protest activity will commence from 0700hrs at Queens Gardens, Brisbane.
There are no planned marches with the activity being centred around Queens Gardens
in the Brisbane CBD.
Open source reporting identified Extinction Rebellion claimed there would be a
swarming flash mob' early in the morning starting at Queens GardenS.4
LOCATION

ACTION

81h October 2019, 1000hrs to
2300hrs

Queens Gardens

Assembly

91h October 2019, 1200hrs

UQ, St Lucia

10th October 2019, 1200hrs

Parliament House

10th October 2019, 1200hrs
and 1245hrs

William Street, Brisbane to
Parliament House

11th October 2019, 1000hrs

William Jolly Bridge

•
•

'

Occupation

Anonymous for the
Voiceless Static Assembly

rR

It is highly likely protest activity will continue as planned, using similar tactics to those
described above.
Methodologies successfully utilised by protesters internationally has historically
influenced local protest tactics.
The QPS is not aware of any specific threat to Queensland-based business and
government organisations as a result of these protests.
The QPS will advise relevant industry and government stakeholders if any information
indicating a specific threat or issue of security concern is identified.

Security and Counter Terrorism Network (SCTN) Operation Leaders have familiarised
themselves with the content of this bulletin and will be available, within their respective
regions, to field questions and provide guidance and advice when/if required5.

Re

•

Funeral Procession March

lea

QPS Actions

Occupation

d

•

266 George St, Brisbane

Die-in

se

Assessment

de

un

11 th October 2019, 1700hrs

TI
-

DATE / TIME
SCHEDULED

•

Business and
Government
Implications

4

Updated reporting will be provided by the SCTN if/when required.

It is recommended that businesses and government organisations consider how these
types of protest tactics could impact their workplace / business operations ensure their
staff / employees are aware of respective procedures to be followed.

https://www.brisbanetimes.corn.au/national/queens land/extinction-rebellion-launches-week-lonq-brisbane-blockade-20191007-p52vbx.html
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•

Consideration should be given to undertake (proportionate) action to minimise
disruptions to operations and ensure the maintenance of your business security
posture.

•

Dynamic lock down procedures should form part of an organisation's protective
security overlay.

•

Businesses and government organisations should continue to encourage vigilance by
staff and report any suspicious activity or information of a security concern to police
in a timely manner, via the contacts provided in the section below.

DP
C

Protest activity, especially on a large scale, can impact the ability for staff to attend
workplaces, meetings or transit in and around the CBD.

TI
-

Contacts

•

Emergency situations: In an emergency, when life is threatened, a crime is happening,
or time is critical, call Triple Zero (000)

rR

To contact Police: To contact Police, when it is not an emergency, call Policelink on

131444

de

Reporting suspicious activity: To report suspicious activity or key information, when
Police attendance is not required, call the National Security Hotline on 1800 123 400 or
on-line at https://www.police.gId.gov.au/apps/reports/suspiciousActivities

un

Reporting radicalisation: To discuss potential radicalisation or report indicators of
radicalisation, contact the QPS via Contrary to public interest

d

Security and Counter-Terrorism Network
Key Contact Information
Contrary to public interest

lea

se

SCTN State Coordination Unit
SCTN South Eastern Region',
SCTN Brisbane Region', Contrary to public interest
SCTN Southern Region$
SCTN Central Regions, Contrary to public interest
SCTN Northern Region
Contact Details:

Re

Contrary to public interest

6

e.g. Gold Coast and Logan
e.g. South Brisbane and North Brisbane
8 e.g. Toowoomba, Moreton, Ipswich, South West QLD
9 e.g. Mackay, Sunshine Coast, Rockhampton, Wide Bay area
10 e.g. Torres Strait communities, Mount Isa, Townsville and Cairns

Sarah Partosh
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Filly Morgan
Monday, 7 October 2019 8:45 PM
Libby Gregoric
Re: IAB UPDATE 07-SEP-2019 REBELLION WEEK PROTESTS (SENSITIVE)
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Thanks
Sent from my iPhone

On 7 Oct 2019, at 8:43 pm, Libby Gregoric <Ibby.gregoric@premiers.gld.gov.au> wrote:

FYI only re known protest activity planned this week.

TI
-

Dear all

rR

Building management are distributing standard information to all tennants reminding staff to wear
government ID and reminding about lockdown procedures which will be instituted if necessary.
Regards

de

Libby

un

Libby Gregoric
General Manager
Corporate Services Division
Department of the Premier and Cabinet
Phone: (07) 3003 9046 1 Mobile:s.73 Telephone Number

SENSITIVE

lea

Dear Colleagues,

se

d

From: Counter.Terrorism[SCTC]Contrary to public interest
Sent: Monday, October 7, 2019 7:00:51 PM
Subject: IAB UPDATE 07-SEP-2019 REBELLION WEEK PROTESTS (SENSITIVE)

Re

Please find attached an Industry Advisory Bulletin regarding protest activity that has occurred on 7t"
October 2019 and further protest activity likely to occur in Queensland over the period 8 -11
October 2019 as part of International Rebellion Week.
We are happy for you to share this information with other members of your organisation, on a
need-to-know basis, but please do not provide this information to the public, media or other
organisations/agencies.
Please note that the National Terrorism Threat Level remains at PROBABLE.
Organisations should continue to encourage the reporting of any suspicious behaviour to police in a
timely manner.
If you have any questions regarding this information please don't hesitate to contact our unit via the
details contained within this bulletin.
1

Kind regards
Security and Counter-Terrorism Network State Coordination Unit

<image001.png>

Prevention and Protection Group
Security and Counter-Terrorism Command
Queensland Police Service
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Contrary to public interest

SENSITIVE
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CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you
have received this electronic message in error, please
inform the sender or contact 13001TPSBA(a)psba.gld.gov.au.
This footnote also confirms that this email message has
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.
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<(EXTERNAL) IAB UPDATE 07-SEP-2019 REBELLION WEEK PROTESTS (SENSITIVE).pdf>
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